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1. Cogeco Cable Inc., Quebecor Media Inc., on behalf of its affiliate Videotron G.P., 
Rogers Communications Partnership, and Shaw Cablesystems G.P. (collectively, 
the “Cable Carriers”) hereby file their Response to the application filed by the 
Canadian Network Operators Consortium Inc. (“CNOC”) requesting changes to 
the wholesale high-speed access services – known as Third Party Internet 
Access (“TPIA”) services – provided by the Cable Carriers, pursuant to the 
procedures established in the Commission’s letter dated October 8, 2013. 

2. In addition to the joint response of the Cable Carriers provided in the attachment, 
each of the four Cable Carriers has filed an individual response to the 
Application. 
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I. Introduction and Summary 

1. Cogeco Cable Inc., Rogers Communications Partnership, Quebecor Media Inc., on 
behalf of its affiliate Videotron G.P., and Shaw Cablesystems G.P. (collectively, the 
“Cable Carriers”) provide the following joint response to the Part 1 application (the 
“Application”) filed by the Canadian Network Operators Consortium Inc. (“CNOC”) 
requesting changes to the wholesale high-speed access services – known as Third 
Party Internet Access (“TPIA”) services – provided by the Cable Carriers.  

2. The Application alleged that the Cable Carriers have provided TPIA services in a 
manner that conferred an undue preference and was unjustly discriminatory against 
TPIA customers/competitors, contrary to section 27(2) of the Telecommunications 
Act (the “Act”).1 The Application requested the Commission to require the Cable 
Carriers to make specific changes to TPIA services and to introduce a series of 
quality of service (“Q of S”) indicators and rate rebate plan (“RRP”), arguing that all 
such measures are necessary to remove barriers to competition and to ensure that 
the Cable Carriers adhere to section 27(2) of the Act.2 

3. The Cable Carriers submit that there has been no breach of section 27(2) of the Act 
in the provision of TPIA services, contrary to CNOC`s allegations.  Each of the Cable 
Carriers has reviewed the specific allegations in the Application and provided their 
individual responses to these allegations in separate submissions. Section II of this 
joint response provides a general statement that reflects these individual responses. 

4. The Cable Carriers have reviewed the eighteen specific changes requested in the 
Application and, notwithstanding that no breach of section 27(2) of the Act has 
occurred, the Cable Carriers’ are prepared to engage in industry discussions to 
review relevant provisioning practices, and clarify some aspects of the provision of 
TPIA services, in response to those requests. Section III of this joint response 
provides the Cable Carriers’ response to each of the eighteen items. 

5. CNOC’s request to introduce Q of S and RRP regimes for TPIA is not warranted. 
The costs of undertaking such an onerous and resource-intensive exercise would be 
substantial and are not justified in the absence of compelling evidence of a breach of 
section 27(2) of the Act.  In addition, the introduction of Q of S and RRP regimes 
would be contrary to the Governor-in-Council’s Policy Direction to the CRTC 
(“Policy Direction”), specifically the requirement to use regulatory measures that 
are efficient and proportionate to their purpose and implement such measures in a 

                                                           
1 CNOC Application, paragraph 45. 
2 Ibid., paragraphs 107 and 144. 
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symmetrical and technologically and competitively neutral manner.3  Moreover, the 
resources required to support this proposal would interfere with the Cable Carriers’ 
efforts to address the initiatives discussed in Section III.  Section IV of this joint 
response elaborates on these points. 

6. In light of the above, and as substantiated in this joint response and the individual 
responses of the Cable Carriers, the requests in the Application should be 
dismissed. 

II. No breach of section 27(2) of the Act  

7. CNOC argued that the Cable Carriers have provided TPIA services in a manner that 
“confers an undue preference in its favour and unjustly discriminates against its 
TPIA customers/competitors, contrary to section 27(2) of the Act”.4  In support of this 
argument, CNOC alleged that the Cable Carriers provided an inferior level of service 
to TPIA customers relative to their own retail customers, and “do not respond to the 
service disruptions of their TPIA customers with the same degree of vigilance and 
urgency”.5  

8. The Application described specific instances that, in CNOC’s submission, 
represented inferior levels of service received by TPIA customers.  The Cable 
Carriers are providing their individual responses to these allegations in separate 
submissions, filed concurrently with this joint response. 

(i) Commission’s test for Section 27(2)  

9. The foundation for the relief sought in the Application is that the Cable Carriers have 
breached Section 27(2) of the Act which states: 

“No Canadian carrier shall, in relation to the provision of a telecommunications 
service or the charging of a rate for it, unjustly discriminate or give an undue or 
unreasonable preference toward any person, including itself, or subject any 
person to an undue or unreasonable disadvantage.” 

10. The Commission's analysis of an allegation concerning a breach of subsection 27(2) 
of the Act is conducted in two phases.6  It must first determine whether the conduct 
in question constitutes a preference or disadvantage.  Where this is found to be the 

                                                           
3 Order Issuing a Direction to the CRTC on Implementing the Canadian Telecommunications Policy 
Objectives, SOR/2006-355, P.C. 2006-1534, registered December 14, 2006. 
4 CNOC Application, paragraph 45. 
5 Ibid., paragraph 43. 
6 See, for example, Telecom Decision CRTC 2003-49, at paragraph 60. 
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case, it then decides whether the preference or disadvantage is undue or 
unreasonable.  The applicant is responsible for providing evidence to satisfy the test 
in the first phase, while the respondent has the burden of proof for the test in the 
second phase.  

11. The onus is on CNOC in the first phase to provide sufficient evidence that the Cable 
Carriers have given preferential treatment to their own retail customers as compared 
to that afforded TPIA customers, or discriminated against TPIA customers.  The 
Cable Carriers submit that CNOC has not met the evidentiary requirements of the 
first phase of the Commission’s test.   

12. The Application failed to provide any meaningful comparative figures that prove the 
treatment of the Cable Carriers’ own retail customers has been preferential.  While 
the Application cited very selective statistics with respect to TPIA customers’ service 
issues, it lacked details indicating how such statistics compare to the Cable Carriers’ 
own retail operations.   

13. The Application alleged that installation and repair intervals for the Cable Carriers’ 
own retail customers are “much shorter” than that experienced by TPIA customers.7  
However, CNOC does not provide any evidence to support its claim and 
acknowledged that it does not know the Cable Carriers’ service standards.8    

14. In addition, the allegations of discriminatory treatment are based on complaints that 
relate largely to the installation and repair of TPIA services drawn from a very narrow 
time frame of June to September 2013.  The Commission should not rely on data 
from such an abbreviated time frame, even if the complaints were valid, which they 
are not.  To do so would be inconsistent with the Commission’s practice.  It would 
also be contrary to CNOC’s position in another proceeding wherein it argued against 
a tariff revision for wholesale high-speed access services of other carriers based on 
data collected over a single year indicating service problems with the installation of 
such services.9 

15. Since CNOC failed to meet the evidentiary requirements of the first phase of the 
Commission’s test, the Commission should dismiss the Application without further 
process.  However, the Cable Carriers have assembled evidence that proves TPIA 
customers have not been subjected to any systemic discriminatory treatment, and 

                                                           
7 CNOC Application, paragraphs 159 and 164. 
8 Ibid., paragraph 160. 
9 CNOC comments on Bell Aliant Tariff Notice 435 and Bell Canada Tariff Notice 7380 (CRTC File Nos. 
8740-B54-201305202 and 8740-B2-201305194), April 26, 2013, paragraph 26.  The Commission agreed 
with CNOC’s concerns in this regard in denying the proposed tariff revisions in Telecom Order CRTC 
2013-363. 
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furthermore, any perceived discriminatory treatment could not reasonably be found 
to be undue.  Therefore, there is no evidence that TPIA services have been provided 
in a manner that constitutes a breach of section 27(2) of the Act. 

(ii) Cable Carriers’ investigations of specific complaints  

16. The Cable Carriers have investigated the numerous instances cited in the 
Application claiming to support a finding of discriminatory treatment.  The 
investigations found that the instances listed in the Application are unsubstantiated 
and misrepresent the facts, or were caused by factors that could not reasonably 
have been foreseen or controlled by the Cable Carriers.  This captures virtually all of 
the instances enumerated in the Application, the only exceptions being specific 
isolated cases that involve an individual Cable Carrier.  These matters would have 
been resolved had they been raised through normal channels, instead of this 
Application.  

17. Some of the instances listed in the Application are attributable to network and 
operational performance issues that affected end-users of both TPIA customers and 
the Cable Carriers’ own retail high-speed internet access services.  There is no 
evidence that the Cable Carriers’ retail operations were given preferential treatment, 
or that the resources available to TPIA customers in the circumstances were 
unreasonable.  Further details are provided in the Cable Carriers’ individual 
responses to the Application, filed concurrently with this joint response 

18. Some of the instances occurred during a period of rapid growth in the volume of the 
TPIA customers’ end-users.  The individual responses of the Cable Carriers provide 
detailed evidence in this regard.  The impact of such instances may have been 
mitigated if TPIA customers had provided the Cable Carriers with adequate 
forecasts of the growth.  Forecasts can be used by the Cable Carriers to prepare 
their provisioning systems for changes in demand.  Any unforeseen surge in 
demand by TPIA customers can contribute to delays in provisioning.  In addition, the 
individual responses of the Cable Carriers describe steps that have been taken in 
response to the increase in demand.  

19. It is important to consider the complaints in the Application in the context of the 
overall quality of TPIA services provided.  The Cable Carriers have reviewed their 
records on installation and service issues that impact TPIA services and TPIA end-
users.  The findings do not support CNOC’s claim that service failures in the 
provision of TPIA services have become the “status quo”.10  The individual 

                                                           
10 CNOC Application, paragraph 26. 
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responses of the Cable Carriers provide specific information that refutes these 
allegations. 

20. The most efficient and timely method to resolve problems that may occur from time 
to time is through bilateral discussions between the Cable Carrier and the TPIA 
customer.   

(iii) TPIA services necessarily involve additional procedures 

21. In assessing whether TPIA customers’ end-users have been treated less favourably 
than the Cable Carriers’ own retail customers, the Commission should be mindful 
that independent internet service providers (“IISPs”) using TPIA services provide 
their retail services using a combination of routers they self-supply, resold 
interconnection facilities from telecom providers, and resold facilities of the Cable 
Carriers.  The resale model for delivering retail service necessarily involves 
additional procedures that are not present when a single service provider provides 
similar retail services.   

22. The additional procedures are necessary in the resale model because it relies on 
two parties – the TPIA customer and the Cable Carrier – to provide service to the 
end-user.  The TPIA customer (IISP) is responsible for managing the operation and 
interoperability of facilities (e.g., cable modem) on the customer premise side of the 
network, while the Cable Carrier is responsible for managing the facilities from the 
wall plate connecting to the modem in the end-user premise through to port in the 
aggregated Point of Interconnection (“POI”) router facing the IISP’s interconnecting 
facility.  In the case of a technical problem with a TPIA end-user’s service, the first 
step is for the end-user to contact the TPIA customer (IISP) and, if the problem 
cannot be resolved at that level, the TPIA customer contacts the Cable Carrier’s 
Carrier Services Group (“CSG”).   

23. While providing TPIA-based retail high-speed internet access services requires 
additional procedures, it remains the case that TPIA services are provided over the 
same shared network facilities as the Cable Carriers’ own retail high-speed internet 
access services and rely on many of the same operational systems to provision the 
services to end-users.  The Cable Carriers do not differentiate between end-users 
served by their own retail operations and those of TPIA customers, once the end-
user’s requirements have been processed through the wholesale provisioning 
systems of the CSG. 

24. Reseller procedures can result in minor differences in the level of service 
experienced by end-users served by IISPs.  These differences are necessitated by 
the operational and technical requirements to provision TPIA service.  As the 
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Commission has noted, the quality of service provided is influenced by whether the 
components used to deliver the service are under the control of a single entity or 
shared.11  Differences in quality of service that occur as a result of facilities being 
shared, as is the case when IISPs employ the resale model, do not equate to undue 
discrimination. 

25. Some of the specific changes to TPIA services proposed in the Application appear to 
be directed at the additional procedural steps required to provision end-users using 
a combination of the TPIA customers’ own facilities and TPIA services of the Cable 
Carriers.  It is not feasible to redesign TPIA services so as to eliminate the effect that 
the additional procedures has on the provisioning of retail services by TPIA 
customers.  Moreover, these requests fail to take into account the technical hurdles 
and significant costs of adding new functions to TPIA services that are not reflected 
in the rates for TPIA services.  The specific changes are discussed further in Section 
III of the Cable Carriers’ joint response.  

26. In summary, the complaints in the Application do not constitute evidence that the 
Cable Carriers engaged in any systemic discriminatory treatment of TPIA customers 
in the provision of TPIA services.  Nor have the Cable Carriers engaged in unduly 
preferential or discriminatory behaviour, contrary to section 27(2) of the Act.   

III. Specific changes to TPIA services requested in the Application 

27. CNOC proposed specific changes to TPIA services “that either require or prohibit 
Carriers from taking certain actions in order to improve the delivery of TPIA services 
to ISPs.”12 CNOC argued that the changes are required “to remove barriers to 
competition and to ensure that the Carriers adhere to section 27(2) of the Act”.13  

28. The Cable Carriers reject the allegations that TPIA services have been delivered in 
an unduly discriminatory manner, contrary to section 27(2) of the Act, for the 
reasons described in Section II of the Cable Carriers’ joint response and in their 
individual responses to the Application.  The proposed specific changes to TPIA 
services have not been justified by any evidence of undue discrimination, nor would 
the perceived benefits that individual TPIA customers might gain outweigh the 
significant technical and resource hurdles posed by several of the proposed 
changes.   

                                                           
11 Telecom Decision CRTC 2004-19, paragraph 24. 
12 CNOC Application, paragraph 107. 
13 Ibid. 
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29. Notwithstanding the evidence of the Cable Carriers in their joint and individual 

submissions, the Cable Carriers remain open to working with IISPs on a number of 
aspects of TPIA services to facilitate provisioning.  

30. Some of the proposed changes to TPIA services impact provisioning procedures 
that were developed through a special working group of the CRTC Interconnection 
Steering Committee (“CISC”) to consider the implementation of TPIA services, 
known as the Cable Access (High Speed) working group (“HSWG”).  The HSWG 
developed these procedures several years ago at the onset of TPIA services. The 
Cable Carriers believe the Commission should reconvene HSWG to review and 
discuss possible revisions to the relevant HSWG procedural documents for the 
benefit of all parties.  Section III (i) provides further discussion.  

31. Certain changes proposed in the Application appear to be driven by complaints with 
the TPIA services of a specific Cable Carrier.  These complaints should be resolved 
through bilateral discussions.  There is no justification to require all Cable Carriers to 
implement changes in the delivery of TPIA services where there have not been any 
concerns.  Section III (ii) elaborates on these cases, in addition to the individual 
responses of the specific Cable Carrier. 

32. The Cable Carriers submit that no further action is required for the remaining 
proposed changes to TPIA services.  The changes sought are not justified on the 
basis of the evidence in the Application.  The changes would introduce technical 
hurdles and significant costs or the underlying concerns are adequately addressed 
by existing provisions. Section III (iii) elaborates on these concerns.  

33. For convenience of reference, Table 1 provides a summary of the eighteen specific 
changes proposed in the Application, the relevant paragraph reference in the 
Application, and the corresponding section of the Cable Carriers’ joint response 
where each change is addressed. 
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Table 1 

Specific Changes Proposed Application paragraph 
reference 

Cable Carriers’ 
reply 

TPIA service sign-up process 111 Section III (ii) (1) 
End-user service qualification tool 115 Section III (iii) (1) 
End-user connection and cable modem 
troubleshooting tools 

116 Section III (iii) (2) 

Status of installations and trouble tickets 117 Section III (i) (1) 
Escalation process and operation 118 Section III (i) (2) 
Prohibit marketing to end-users when they 
contact Cable Carrier 

119 Section III (iii) (4) 

Access to technician dispatch staff 124 Section III (iii) (3) 
TPIA connection tag 125 Section III (ii) (2) 
Prohibit marketing by technicians during 
install/repair visit for TPIA end-users 

126 Section III (iii) (4) 

Implement network safeguards – BFD protocol 130 Section III (ii) (3) 
Protection against single points of failure 131 Section III (iii) (5) 
Advance notification of changes affecting 
bottleneck functions 

132 Section III (i) (3) 

Disclosure of terminal interface specifications 133 Section III (iii) (6) 
Remove restrictions in TPIA non-disclosure 
agreements against advising end-users of 
network issues 

134 Section III (iii) (7) 

Quarterly reports on IPv6 roll out plans 135 Section III (iii) (8) 
Daily reports of IP address allocation and usage  136 Section III (ii) (4) 
Billing details as per Attachment A, in Excel 
format and at the same time each month 

140 Section III (iii) (9)  

Commence work on OData protocol for billing 141 Section III (iii) (9)  
 

(i) Provisioning procedures addressed through CISC  

34. Some of the changes proposed in the Application relate to provisioning procedures 
that were developed through the HSWG of CISC.  The Application requested that 
Cable Carriers:  (1) provide “meaningful details” on the status of installation orders 
and trouble tickets;14 (2) institute a trouble escalation process that would operate in 
real-time and be available during business and non-business hours;15 and (3) 
provide advance notice of all changes that affect a TPIA customer’s use of the Cable 
Carriers’ “bottleneck functions”.16  

                                                           
14 CNOC Application, paragraph 117. 
15 Ibid., paragraph 118. 
16 Ibid., paragraph 132 
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(1)Status of installations and trouble tickets  

(2) Escalation process and operation 

35. The Commission determined in Telecom Order CRTC 2000-789 that CISC would be 
the proper forum for the industry to resolve certain technical, operational and 
business issues for implementing TPIA services.17  Accordingly, the HSWG was 
formed with participation by representatives of the Cable Carriers and a number of 
IISPs, as well as Commission staff.  The HSWG participants reached consensus on 
several matters, including the procedures for installation and end-user transfer, 
trouble-shooting service issues and network management guidelines.18   

36. The changes proposed respecting installation and trouble ticket tracking, reporting 
and handling, at paragraphs 117 and 118 of the Application, would affect certain 
procedures for end-user installations and transfers developed by the CISC HSWG in 
HSRE003(2), as well as trouble-shooting procedures in HSRE013 and trouble ticket 
escalation procedures in HSRE008.  The proposal for advance notification of 
changes to the network and related functions supporting TPIA services, at 
paragraph 132 of the Application, would also affect the notification procedures 
described in HSRE008. 19   

(3) Advance notification of changes affecting bottleneck functions 

37. The Application argued that advance notification should be provided for all changes 
that may affect IISPs use of bottleneck functions.  One of the examples in the 
Application indicates the enormous breadth of notifications sought.  

“More specifically, notice should clearly indicate the geographic location of the 
equipment that is being modified and identify the affected user base. For 
example, ‘Node ABC is being maintained on the following day and the area 
affected or list of affected customers is as follows: XYZ’.”20  

38. Providing a TPIA customer with notification each time that work is scheduled for a 
node would result in an individual Cable Carrier issuing potentially hundreds of 
notifications in a single week, based on the proposed reporting format.  The volume, 
frequency and detail contained in the requested notifications would be massive and 
would be of little practical use in the day-to-day operations of TPIA customers.   

                                                           
17 Telecom Order CRTC 2000-789, paragraph 14. 
18 These consensus reports are available at: http://crtc.gc.ca/cisc/eng/cisf3g8g.htm  
19 Telecom Decision CRTC 2001-640 approved HSRE003(2).  Telecom Decision CRTC 2001-748 
approved HSRE008 and HSRE009.  Telecom Decision CRTC 2002-15 approved HSRE013. 
20 CNOC Application, footnote 49. 

http://crtc.gc.ca/cisc/eng/cisf3g8g.htm
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39. The range of activities contemplated by such a sweeping requirement goes far 

beyond the level of information that Cable Carriers provide to their own retail end-
users.  It also goes to capture network activities that would not reasonably be 
expected to impact the IISPs or require notification to TPIA end-users. 

40. The proposed change implies a definition of “network change” that is much broader 
than in the TPIA services tariff of the Cable Carriers.  The tariff describes a network 
change as a modification, in whole or in part, to the design, function, operation, 
technology or layout of the network facilities, equipment or other components of the 
Cable Carrier.  Network changes do not encompass “speed upgrades”, as 
suggested at paragraph 82 of the Application. 

41. The scope of notifications sought in the proposed change is not consistent with that 
contemplated in the notification procedures set out in the consensus report 
HSRE008.   

42. The Application does not refer to any of the HSWG consensus reports.  Nor does 
the Application acknowledge the role that HSWG played in developing the 
procedures.  As a result, the Application gives no regard whatsoever to employing 
the HSWG, or another industry forum, to address the concerns underpinning the 
proposed changes through revisions to the procedures.  

43. The Cable Carriers recognize that the procedures were developed by the HSWG 
before TPIA services had been put into operation and that the Cable Carriers and 
IISPs have gained experience with TPIA services since that time.  An industry forum, 
such as the HSWG, would benefit all parties and provide an opportunity to discuss 
the procedures and possible revisions.  The Cable Carriers are prepared to 
participate in a reconvened HSWG to review the procedures.  

 

(ii) Matters specific to individual Cable Carriers  

44. Certain changes proposed in the Application appear to be driven by complaints with 
a particular aspect of the TPIA services provided by an individual Cable Carrier.  The 
Application provides no evidence that the concerns underlying the proposed 
changes are relevant to all of the Cable Carriers.  The changes discussed in this 
section include: (1) the TPIA service sign-up process; (2) TPIA connection tags; (3) 
network safeguards including bidirectional forward detection protocol; and (4) daily 
reports of IP address allocation and usage. 
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(1) TPIA service sign-up process 

45. The Application requested changes to the TPIA service sign-up process to require 
Cable Carriers to provide service initiation documentation and to do so within a set 
period of time, as noted at paragraph 111 of the Application.  This request is related 
to complaints in the Application specifically against Rogers.21  While the Application 
states “at least one carrier [namely, Rogers]”22 caused delays in initiating TPIA 
services, no concerns were raised with respect to the service initiation process of the 
other Cable Carriers.  Rogers’ response to these complaints is provided in its 
individual response to the Application. 

46. There is no need to establish new procedures for all of the Cable Carriers respecting 
TPIA service initiation.  These complaints are more appropriately resolved through 
bilateral discussions between Rogers and the affected TPIA customer. 

(2) TPIA connection tags 

47. The Application alleged that inconsistency in TPIA connection tags on connections 
at end-users’ premises has resulted in the mistaken disconnection of the end-users 
of a TPIA customer.23   

48. TPIA connection tagging is a procedure that has been used by some Cable Carriers 
in the past to identify end-user connections at premises where there is no record of 
subscription to any of the Cable Carrier’s retail services, but the connection is used 
to serve the end-user of a TPIA customer.  TPIA connection tags are not used or 
useful for those Cable Carriers that do not audit their retail service subscriptions by 
visual inspections and disconnection of the physical connection at the customer 
premise.   

49. Rogers relies solely on tags attached to the customer connection at the premise as a 
way of avoiding mistaken disconnection of TPIA end-users.  Cogeco also employs 
tags for retail and wholesale connections where a technician visit is required to 
complete a service installation.  Other Cable Carriers employ a variety of tools or 
may no longer even complete physical drop disconnections. 

50. There is no justification to impose a tariff requirement on all the Cable Carriers to 
institute a program of installing TPIA connection tags when this is not the only, or 
even the primary, mechanism employed to avoid mistaken disconnection of TPIA 
end-users.  Bilateral discussions between an IISP and a Cable Carrier is the most 

                                                           
21 CNOC Application, paragraphs 48 and 49.   
22 Ibid. 
23 CNOC Application, paragraph 66. 
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appropriate way to introduce processes to eliminate mistaken disconnections if they 
become a systemic issue 

51. In the case of Rogers, the company is committed to ensuring TPIA connection tags 
are properly installed for TPIA end-users, as discussed in its individual response.    

(3) Implement network safeguards - bidirectional forward detection protocol 

52. The Application proposed that the Cable Carriers “implement network safeguards 
such as the use of the BFD protocol,” in reference to the Bidirectional forward 
detection (“BFD”).24  The Application argued that the BFD protocol is already 
available on the Cable Carriers’ routers and claimed that it could be easily 
implemented without any additional cost.25  

53. The Cable Carriers do not believe there is sufficient evidence of a concern or 
systemic issue that would support the mandatory introduction BFD protocol as 
proposed in the Application.  Contrary to the claim that this protocol could be easily 
implemented at no cost, not all of the Cable Carriers currently utilize BFD in their 
networks to support retail operations. There is no evidence that the lack of BFD 
protocols in TPIA network architecture provides the Cable Carriers with an undue 
preference or unjust discrimination.    

54. A technical feasibility study and trial would need to be undertaken prior to 
implementing any change in the Cable Carriers’ routers for TPIA services.  In 
addition, such a change could not be justified without a commitment from all TPIA 
customers to also implement the BFD protocol.  There is no evidence in the 
Application to demonstrate that demand for the BFD protocol would justify the 
additional resources and costs to study the feasibility of implementation.   

55. There are already procedures in place to respond to network outages and service 
interruptions, as discussed in Section III (i).  The Application does not provide 
evidence to justify requiring all Cable Carriers and TPIA customers to implement the 
BFD protocol as a further remedy to expedite the resolution of outages and 
interruptions.   

 (4) IP address allocation and usage reports 

56. The Application proposed at paragraph 136 that the Cable Carriers should be 
required to provide daily reports indicating the number of IP addressed allocated to 
the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (the “DHCP”) by IP pool and the number of 

                                                           
24 CNOC Application, paragraph 130. 
25 Ibid., paragraph 78. 
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IP addresses actually in use.  The rationale for the requested reports is to provide 
TPIA customers with information to manage their IP address resources.26 

57. The Application overstates the TPIA customers’ requirement to manage IP address 
assignments at the detailed level of information requested.  The IISP’s do not 
operationally manage IP addresses.  It is the TPIA customers’ responsibility to 
ensure a sufficient volume of IP address blocks and a reserve buffer are provided for 
the Cable Carriers to assign to the cable modems of TPIA end-users.  It is the 
responsibility of the Cable Carriers to manage the actual assignment of individual IP 
addresses from the DHCP.  The Cable Carriers deploy the IP Addresses throughout 
the equipment in the local networks such that traffic is routed properly. At issue is 
how the TPIA customers fulfill their responsibility for supplying sufficient IP 
addresses, and not one of inserting TPIA customers into the day-to-day 
micromanagement of IP address assignments. 

58. With respect to the TPIA customers’ supply of sufficient IP address blocks and 
reserve buffers, an underlying concern raised in the Application is the impact on 
usage that occurs when the demand for IP addresses shifts within segments of the 
overall market for which the addresses are supplied.  In particular, it noted that IP 
address shortages can occur in some segments as a result of node splits or 
disproportionate growth in TPIA end-users.27  It was further argued that the TPIA 
customer cannot “over” supply IP address blocks to accommodate the shifts in 
demand. 

“ISPs cannot be overly generous in advance allocations of IP addresses of IP 
addresses to Carrier equipment in order to try to anticipate and avoid IP address 
shortages because IP addresses supplied using the current IPv4 format 
employed by carriers and TPIA customers alike are being rapidly depleted and 
additional allocations from the American Registry for Internet Numbers (“ARIN”) 
which is responsible for such allocations through North America are getting more 
difficult to obtain.”28 

59. ARIN recently changed its policy with respect to the supply of IP addresses to ISPs 
that are reassigned to the Cable Carriers, in recognition of the specific requirements 
of TPIA services that are unique to the Canadian market.29  The change in policy 
allows an ISP to obtain additional IP address blocks even when those that have 
been reassigned to a Cable Carrier have not been fully utilized across all market 

                                                           
26 CNOC Application, paragraphs 87 to 94. 
27 CNOC Application, paragraphs 90 and 91. 
28 CNOC Application, paragraph 92. 
29 The revised policy is available at https://www.arin.net/policy/proposals/2012_7.html 
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areas.30  The change removes the constraint on TPIA customers so they can access 
additional IP address blocks as needed to respond to varying demand for addresses 
among the areas served.  

60. The Cable Carriers provide reports, notifications or other mechanisms that provide 
the information TPIA customers need to fulfill the responsibility of supplying 
adequate IP addresses for assignment to TPIA end-users.31  The Cable Carriers 
have every incentive to make this information available in a timely manner in order to 
minimize TPIA end-user trouble tickets that could otherwise occur.  

61. The nature and frequency of the reports or notifications that the Cable Carriers 
provide reflect the specific operations and demand for TPIA services in their 
respective markets.  The individual responses of the Cable Carriers provide further 
comments on this issue, in addition to addressing the specific concerns in the 
Application regarding the frequency of reports provided by Rogers and Cogeco.32  

62. There is no reason to require the Cable Carriers to replace their current tools with a 
requirement to issue daily reports of IP address allocation and usage.   

63. The issues raised in the Application that are specific to a particular Cable Carrier 
have been addressed by that Cable Carrier as discussed in their individual 
responses.  Accordingly, there is no justification to impose on all of the Cable 
Carriers the specific changes proposed at paragraphs 111, 125, 130 and 136 of the 
Application.   

(iii) Proposed changes for which no further action is justified 

64. The previous sections address several of the changes proposed in the Application.  
The remaining proposals have not been justified on the basis of the evidence in the 
Application.  The changes would introduce technical hurdles and significant costs or 
the underlying concerns are adequately addressed by existing provisions.   

65. The following lists the specific changes that fall within this category:  (1) end-user 
service qualification tool; (2) end-user connection and cable modem troubleshooting 
tools; (3) access to technician dispatch staff; (4) marketing activities by technicians 
in conjunction with installation or repair activities at TPIA end-users’ premises and 
marketing activities directed at end-users who contact the Cable Carriers’ call 

                                                           
30 The reasons for the change in the ARIN policy are described in more detail in the ARIN Staff 
Comments, under the sectin “ARIN Staff Assessment”, available at: http://lists.arin.net/pipermail/arin-
ppml/2012-September/025924.html 
31 TPIA customers of Cogeco also have access to a reverse Domain Name Service tool that enables 
them to identify IP address allocation and usage. 
32 CNOC Application, paragraph 93, footnote 56.  

http://lists.arin.net/pipermail/arin-ppml/2012-September/025924.html
http://lists.arin.net/pipermail/arin-ppml/2012-September/025924.html
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centres; (5) protection against single points of failure; (6) disclosure of terminal 
interface specifications; (7) remove restrictions on TPIA non-disclosure agreements 
respecting Cable Carrier confidential information; (8) quarterly reports on IPv6 roll 
out plans, and (9) billing details and OData protocol for billing. 

(1) Service availability database 

66. The Application proposed that the Cable Carriers be required to provide “a reliable 
service qualification database by postal code that is refreshed on a periodic (i.e., at 
least monthly) basis.”33  The Application argued that, while some Cable Carriers 
provide a qualification database tool, it is imprecise.34 

67. The Cable Carriers provide TPIA customers with the ability to determine service 
availability using the same database that the Cable Carriers’ customer service 
representatives use for their own retail end-users.  There is no difference in the 
reliability of the database used to support TPIA customers and that used by the 
Cable Carriers’ for their own retail end-users.  In fact, in at least one case, the TPIA 
customer uses the same tool as employed to respond to an inquiry from one of the 
Cable Carrier’s own retail end-users.35  It follows that there is no discriminatory 
treatment of TPIA customers in regards to the information on service availability.   

68. The individual responses of the Cable Carriers elaborate on the specific tools and 
processes provided to TPIA customers for checking service availability.  These 
reflect the unique operations of each Cable Carrier and in all cases correspond to 
the treatment afforded to their own retail end-users.  It would not be reasonable or 
cost-effective to require the Cable Carriers to develop a separate set of tools and 
processes that replace those currently provided to TPIA customers.  

(2) Troubleshooting tools 

69. The Application proposed that the Cable Carriers be required to provide tools to 
permit TPIA customers to troubleshoot their end-users’ connections and cable 
modems, based on the tools used by the Cable Carriers to serve their own retail 
end-users.36  According to the Application, TPIA customers have only a limited 
ability to troubleshoot a non-working connection of their end-users, through verbal 
discussions or through a reverse DNS function provided by the Cable Carrier.37   

                                                           
33 CNOC Application, paragraph 115 
34 Ibid., paragraph 53. 
35 Cogeco’s reply comments re Cogeco Cable Inc. Tariff Notice 40, September 5, 2013, paragraph 13. 
36 CNOC Application, paragraph 116. 
37 Ibid., paragraphs 68 and 69. 
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70. TPIA customers are responsible for managing the network facilities up to the point of 

interconnection with the Cable Carriers, and also for the functionality and 
interoperability of the TPIA end-users’ cable modems.   

71. The troubleshooting tools employed by the Cable Carriers relate to a wide range of 
network facilities used to serve all end-users on the cable network, both their own 
retail end-users and TPIA end-users.  The tools do not have the ability to distinguish 
between retail and TPIA end-users or between one IISP’s end-users and another 
IISP’s end-users.  This mean that allowing any IISP access to the troubleshooting 
tools would give them visibility and access to the Cable Carrier’s retail customer 
modems and the modems of other IISPs’ end-users. 

72. The Cable Carriers do not have  troubleshooting tools that would ensure IISPs could 
not gain access to competitors’ end-user modems.  Allowing TPIA customers such 
broad access would present a significant and unacceptable risk to the security of the 
Cable Carriers’ networks.  The Cable Carriers note that TPIA services have not been 
implemented anywhere else. The work would be a fresh start with no certainty that a 
technical solution could be developed let alone one that would be economical to 
implement. 

73. The Cable Carriers also do not provide their own retail customers with access to the 
troubleshooting tools that CNOC members are requesting access to.  The Cable 
Carrier’s technical support and TPIA technical support teams are the only groups 
who have access to the troubleshooting tools.  The IISP process of reporting a 
trouble for investigation to the TPIA technical support team is substantially similar to 
the process used by the Cable Carrier’s own retail customers.  Therefore, there is no 
evidence of undue preference or unjust discrimination in relation to the Cable 
Carrier’s retail operations to support the need for IISP access to troubleshooting 
tools. 

74. The Application was also critical of the trouble ticket handling procedures of the 
Cable Carriers.38  The matter of procedures for resolving service troubles is 
addressed in section III (i).  In addition, the individual responses of the Cable 
Carriers have addressed specific complaints regarding the resolution of trouble 
tickets identified in the Application. 

(3) Access to technician dispatch staff of the Cable Carriers 

75. The Application proposed that TPIA customers be provided with direct access to the 
Cable Carriers’ technician dispatch staff to address concerns that appointments for 

                                                           
38 Ibid., paragraphs 69 and 70. 
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premise visits by technicians have been missed or rescheduled.39  The Application 
claims that access would enable the TPIA customer to arrange “same-day 
revisits”.40     

76. The proposal to provide TPIA customers with direct access to the Cable Carriers’ 
technician dispatch staff would not address the concerns raised respecting missed 
appointments.  The scheduling of visits, including a revisit for a missed appointment, 
is on a “first-come, first-served” basis, thus the timing depends on the next available 
appointment window.  Scheduling a revisit on the same day when no such window is 
available means bumping the schedule of visits for other end-users, which is not an 
acceptable solution.  There is no way to guarantee scheduling same-day revisits, 
whether for TPIA customers or the Cable Carriers’ own retail customers.  

77. TPIA customers are provided with access to the same scheduling process that is 
used to book appointments for the Cable Carriers’ own retail end-users.  The only 
difference for TPIA customers and their end-users is that the request for a technician 
to be dispatched is processed through the CSG.  This additional step is necessary to 
ensure that the request for a technician visit is properly validated and tracked for 
billing purposes.  This is not an unduly discriminatory process, for the reasons 
explained in Section II (iii).  The individual responses of the Cable Carriers address 
the specific allegations of missed or rescheduled appointments for technician visits.  

(4) Marketing to end-users who contact Cable Carriers and marketing by technicians 
during premise visits 

78. The Application raised concerns that a Cable Carrier’s technician could use the 
opportunity of a visit to a TPIA customer’s end-user premise to engage in marketing 
activities to entice the end-user to switch to the Cable Carrier.41  The Application 
provided no evidence that the Cable Carriers’ technicians have engaged in such 
winback activities. 

79. The Cable Carriers’ provisioning practices for technicians, whether employees or 
third-party contractors, explicitly prohibit such activity and technicians are trained on 
these requirements.   

80. If IISPs have encountered occasions where Cable Carrier installation or service 
representatives have acted inappropriately during a customer visit, the IISPs should 
provide this information to the Cable Carrier for further investigation and action.  This 
is the most efficient and effective solution for resolving this issue. 

                                                           
39 CNOC Application, paragraphs 64, 74, 75 and 124. 
40 Ibid., paragraph 124. 
41 CNOC Application, paragraphs 65 and 76. 
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81. The Application proposed that Cable Carriers be prohibited from marketing their own 

retail services when a TPIA customer’s end-user contacts one of the Cable Carriers 
directly.42  This is entirely different from the concerns described above respecting 
marketing activities by a technician during a premise visit.  The concern underlying 
the proposal can be fully addressed by the IISPs themselves.  The IISPs simply 
need to educate their end-users to direct all inquiries related to their services to the 
IISPs, and not the Cable Carriers. 

82. An inquiry that is received by the Cable Carriers’ call centres will be treated as a 
marketing opportunity, the same as with an inquiry from any consumer regardless of 
whether the consumer self-identifies as a TPIA end-user or not. This approach is 
entirely consistent with the Commission’s determinations in Telecom Decision CRTC 
2007-97 to lift the marketing restrictions for high-speed internet access services. 

 (5) Protection against single points of failure 

83. The Application proposed that Cable Carriers be required “to implement efficient 
protection, where practicable, to reduce the impact of single points of failures in their 
TPIA network designs.”43  In support of the proposal, the Application claimed that 
some Cable Carriers’ TPIA “network designs houses all TPIA connections on a 
single router” and that “additional safeguards” are warranted.44 

84. The Application did not provide evidence of systemic outages involving a single point 
of failure or evidence that the Cable Carrier’s own retail operations are not similarly 
susceptible to single points of failure.  Without such evidence there is no technical or 
operational basis for the request of additional safeguards in the TPIA network.  In 
addition, it is implied that the TPIA networks would need to be redesigned to 
incorporate router redundancy or other protections against router failure, but there 
are no details to support this proposal or evidence that lack or such redundancy 
provides the Cable Carriers with an undue preference. 

85. The proposal to implement redundant routers was considered in the context of a 
previous request by CNOC for dynamic allocation of capacity across multiple 
interfaces.  As noted in Telecom Decision CRTC 2013-72 (“TD 2013-72”), neither 
CNOC nor any other party was able to provide a technical solution for dynamic 
allocation of capacity and the proposal was denied.45  

                                                           
42 CNOC Application, paragraph 119. 
43 CNOC Application, paragraph 131.  
44 Ibid., paragraph 79. 
45 TD 2013-72, paragraphs 32, 34, 37 and 38. 
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86. As was the case in that proceeding, CNOC failed to provide the necessary technical 

solution for providing redundant routers, or alternatives, to achieve the proposal for 
the additional safeguards.   

87. In addition, there would be substantial costs to change the architecture of the TPIA 
network to provide redundancy, and related changes in operational systems.  The 
Application is silent on the recovery of costs or the likely demand for such changes.  
There is no evidence that there would be sufficient demand from TPIA customers for 
the additional functionality to provide for the recovery of the associated costs.  

 (6) Disclosure of technical interface specifications 

88. The Application requested that the Cable Carriers be directed to disclose terminal 
interface specifications. 46  The stated purpose of the proposal was to minimize the 
impact of changes in the Cable Carriers’ terminal interface specifications might have 
on the continued operation of TPIA end-users’ cable modems.47 

89. The requirement to disclose terminal interface specifications was addressed in 
Telecom Decision CRTC 2004-37, in which the Commission noted the obligation of 
Cable Carriers to comply with the notification procedures for changes in terminal 
interface specifications established in Letter Decision 94-11.  The request in the 
Application is unnecessary.  Other proposed changes to the procedures for network 
notifications are discussed in Section III (i).  

 (7) Disclosure of Cable Carrier confidential information to TPIA end-users 

90. The Application argued that TPIA customers have been prohibited from using 
confidential information received from a Cable Carrier to notify TPIA end-users in 
advance of network maintenance or changes that might impact the end-users’ 
service.48  The Application proposed that TPIA customers be permitted to disclose 
Cable Carriers’ confidential information to TPIA end-users respecting such network 
matters, as well as service outages and remedial actions.49 

91. As part of providing TPIA services, the Cable Carriers need to provide IISPs with 
confidential information on service outages, end-user installations and repairs, as 
well as information necessary to establish and maintain interconnection with the 
Cable Carriers’ networks.  As such, the IISP is in a position to gain considerable 
insight into the network operations, planning and maintenance of the Cable Carriers.  

                                                           
46 CNOC Application, paragraph 133. 
47 Ibid. 
48 CNOC Application, paragraph 85. 
49 Ibid., paragraph 134. 
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The commercial and competitive sensitivity of the information is very high and great 
care must be taken to limit the potential harm from disclosure and abuse.  

92. The Cable Carriers understand the IISPs may need to communicate to their end-
users general service-related information that directly impacts the end-users’ 
service, including outages, installations or repair procedures and anticipated time 
frames.   

93. However, IISPs should not need to disclose the identity of the Cable Carriers, share 
confidential network details or otherwise disparage the Cable Carrier name or brand 
as part of this communication with its end-users.  This is consistent with the 
confidentiality provisions in the CSG Agreement and related TPIA service 
agreements.50  The Cable Carriers submit that such protections are not 
unreasonable, particularly in light of recent experiences with one TPIA customer that 
has consistently violated these confidentiality provisions and disparaged Rogers 
through letters to TPIA end-users and public statements blaming Rogers for network 
issues that were solely the fault of the TPIA customer. 

(8) Quarterly reports on IPv6 roll out plans 

94.  The Application proposed that the Cable Carriers be required to provide to TPIA 
customers quarterly reports indicating the roll out plans for implementing IPv6, the 
purpose of which would be to permit TPIA customers to “better coordinate the roll 
out of IPv6 in their own networks”.51  The Application claimed that the lack of 
sufficient information on IPv6 from the Cable Carriers will leave IISPs “unable to 
conduct necessary upgrades and reconfigurations proactively.”52   

95. Information on the roll-out of IPv6 is highly competitively sensitive information and 
sharing such sensitive information must be carefully managed.  The risk to the Cable 
Carriers’ position in the market that would result from sharing detailed quarterly 
updates is too significant to be outweighed by any perceived benefits for TPIA 
customers.   

96. Imposing an obligation to provide advance notification in the form of detailed 
quarterly updates is without precedent and cannot be justified as a reasonable or 
feasible means to enable TPIA customers to prepare for IPv6.  There is no evidence 
that Cable Carriers have acted in a manner that provides them with an undue 

                                                           
50 The standard CSG Agreement for TPIA services was approved in Telecom Order CRTC 2000-1079, 
further to discussions between representatives of the Cable Carriers and IISPs.  
51 CNOC Application, paragraph 135. 
52 Ibid., paragraphs 95 to 98. 
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preference or that the IISPs are receiving a service level that is inferior compared to 
the Cable Carrier’s own retail customers. 

97. Most of the Cable Carriers are in the process of determining how changes related to 
IPv6 will impact TPIA customers and are not in a position to provide further 
information at this time.  The Cable Carriers will provide the relevant information 
when it becomes available, in accordance with the network notification requirements.  
Any concerns that IISPs may have with the notification provided at that time could be 
addressed as part of the CISC HSWG discussions noted in Section III (i).  

 (9) Billing details, Excel format and OData protocol for billing 

98. Another request was to provide billing information at a specific level of detail and in a 
particular format, as noted at paragraphs 140 and 141 of the Application.  The 
Application proposed specific changes to the level of detail, format and timing of bills 
for TPIA services, as indicated in Attachment A of the Application.  The Application 
requested that bills be issued at the same time each month in Excel spreadsheet 
format, “without obscure codes or layouts”.  In addition, CNOC requested that the 
Cable Carriers develop procedures to provide invoicing information in “OData” 
format via customer portals. 

99. The basis for these proposed changes, as discussed in the Application, appears to 
be derived from a complaint about a particular billing dispute between Cogeco and a 
TPIA customer, and a reference to “inconsistent” bills provided by Shaw.53  The 
responses by Cogeco and Shaw to the specific complaints are provided in their 
individual responses to the Application. 

100. The request for numerous changes to billing information, including details, format, 
timing and protocol has not been justified.  The allegations of billing errors and 
inconsistencies that underpin the changes have been addressed.  TPIA customers 
that have specific issues with, or wish to dispute, their bills should resolve these 
matters through bilateral discussions with the Cable Carriers.  

101. The billing format, software, and timing employed by each Cable Carrier are based 
on its internal operational and billing systems.  In some cases, the existing systems 
were adapted to meet the billing information requirements for TPIA services, 
including revisions to accommodate additional tariff elements introduced as the 
services have evolved.   

102. There is no evidence of undue preference or unjust discrimination on the part of the 
Cable Carriers to justify time-consuming and costly changes to billing systems to 

                                                           
53 CNOC Application, paragraphs 99 and 101. 
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accommodate different formats, layouts, and codes.  Similarly, there is no compelling 
reason to require the Cable Carriers to substitute their existing billing systems with 
one based on the “OData” protocol when issuing bills for TPIA services.   

103. The Application is silent on the costs to implement billing system changes or how the 
costs would be recovered.  However, since the changes would be attributable solely 
to TPIA services, the costs would have to be fully recovered from TPIA customers 
through higher rates.  There is no evidence that there would be sufficient demand 
from TPIA customers for the revised billing format and protocol to justify the 
increased costs.  

IV. Quality of Service (Q of S) and Rate Rebate Plan (RRP) are not 
justified 

104. In addition to the specific changes proposed in the Application, CNOC also 
requested that the Commission require the Cable Carriers “to introduce a series of Q 
of S indicators and a RRP in order to create some service standards in some basic 
areas that will improve the delivery of TPIA services to ISPs.”54  The stated purpose 
of imposing Q of S and RRP regimes is the same as cited in the Application in 
support of the eighteen specific changes.55  

105. The proposal includes four company-wide and 13 competitor-specific Q of S 
indicators, with the performance on the latter indicators used to calculate rebates to 
individual TPIA customers under the RRP.  The Application also argued that the 
RRP should include a repeat failure mechanism that would multiply the rebate where 
a Q of S indicator remained below the standard for more than one month. 

106. There is no justification for the proposed Q of S and RRP regimes, particularly to the 
degree sought in the Application and in the absence of any evidence that TPIA 
services are provided at an inferior level of service.  Nor can such measures be 
justified in addition to the specific changes to TPIA services requested in the 
Application.   

107. At the outset, the imposition of Q of S and RRP regimes for the provision of TPIA 
services would not be an efficient or proportionate regulatory measure for achieving 
the policy objectives that are served by the obligation to provide TPIA services, as 
required under the Policy Direction.  The Cable Carriers submit that the there is no 

                                                           
54 CNOC Application, paragraph 144. 
55 Ibid., paragraphs 107 and 144 both state that:  “The purpose of the orders is to remove barriers to 
competition and to ensure that the Carriers adhere to section 27(2) of the Act.” 
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evidence that TPIA services need to be supplemented with such onerous and 
burdensome regulatory measures in order to fulfill the policy objectives.   

108. In addition, previous Commission decisions respecting competitor Q of S and RPP 
regimes do not support imposing any similar requirements for TPIA services, as 
discussed further in Section IV (ii). 

109. Finally, there is no evidence that the Cable Carriers have engaged in unduly 
preferential or discriminatory behaviour in the provision of TPIA services, as 
discussed in Section II and in the Cable Carriers` individual responses to the 
Application.  In addition, the Cable Carriers have committed to working with TPIA 
customers in response to some of the specific changes requested, as discussed in 
Section III.   

(i) Q of S and RRP requirements would be contrary to the Policy Direction 

110. The Policy Direction requires that regulatory measures, where used, be efficient and 
proportionate to their purpose and that such measures be implemented in a 
symmetrical and technologically and competitively neutral manner.56  The proposed 
Q of S and RRP regimes would offend all of these elements of the Policy Direction.   

111. CNOC argued that Q of S and RRP regimes were justified based on “persistent and 
repeated service failures” that it claimed had become the “status quo” and that the 
Cable Carriers “have consistently failed to deliver minimum service standards in 
many areas over prolonged periods of time”.57  The Cable Carriers have 
demonstrated that these claims are without merit, as discussed in Section II.   

112. In addition, CNOC’s claim that the failure to meet service standards occurred “over 
prolonged periods of time”58 is unfounded.  The specific claims provided in the 
Application relate largely to the installation and repair of TPIA services and were 
drawn from a very narrow time frame of June to September 2013.   

113. The history of competitor Q of S and RRP regimes for the incumbent local telephone 
companies (“ILECs”) demonstrates that such regulatory measures are complex..  As 
discussed further in Section IV (ii), the ILECs’ Q of S and RRP regimes, on which 
CNOC based its proposal, were the product of numerous Commission proceedings 
and lengthy negotiations in CISC working groups.   

114. Q of S and RRP regimes for TPIA services cannot be justified as efficient and 
proportionate where there is no compelling evidence that they are necessary to 

                                                           
56 Policy Direction, sections 1 (a) (ii), and (b) (iii) and (iv). 
57 CNOC Application, paragraphs 20 and 26. 
58 CNOC Application, paragraph 175. 
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ensure TPIA services are provided without undue discrimination and at an 
appropriate level of service.  It is more efficient and proportionate to rely on 
provisioning procedures and dispute resolution mechanisms to achieve this. 

115. Imposing Q of S and RRP regimes on TPIA services would result in asymmetrical 
treatment of Cable Carriers and ILECs in the provision of wholesale high-speed 
access services.  In addition, the resulting differences in regulatory treatment would 
not be competitively or technologically neutral.  The principles of symmetry and 
neutrality have been fundamental to the Commission’s regulation of wholesale high-
speed access services.59  

116. The proposed Q of S and RRP regimes would also require a significant and 
unwarranted intervention in the market for retail high-speed internet access services. 
CNOC requested that “the Commission investigate the Carriers’ service standards for 
their retail operations” and “rule on the applicable service standards” of the Cable 
Carriers.60   

117. It would be entirely inappropriate and inconsistent with the Policy Direction to make 
determinations as to the service standards that should apply to the Cable Carriers’ 
retail high-speed internet access services that have been forborne from regulation.  
To further emphasize this point, it is noted that the Commission removed Q of S 
requirements for ILECs respecting the provision of retail local telephony services in 
forborne markets.61  

(ii) Previous Commission decisions do not support Q of S and RPP regimes 
for TPIA services 

118. The circumstances cannot be equated to those that justified having competitor Q of S 
and RRP regimes for the ILECs in the provision of wholesale services to competitive 
local exchange carriers.  The evolution of competitor Q of S indicators for these 
wholesale services began with three indicators in Telecom Decision CRTC 97-16 
(“TD 97-16”) and culminated in the finalization of more than twenty competitor Q of S 
indicators and RPP in Telecom Decision CRTC 2005-20 (“TD 2005-20”), with several 
Commission rulings in the intervening years.62   

                                                           
59 See for example, Telecom Decision CRTC 2008-17, Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2010-632 and 
Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-703. 
60 Ibid., paragraphs 160, 164 and 168.  See also paragraphs 13 and 155 that stated it would be “essential 
for retail standard intervals to be embedded in a number of the competitor-specific Q of S indicators.”  
61 Telecom Decision CRTC 2006-15, paragraphs 443 to 447. 
62 Telecom Decision CRTC 2000-24, Telecom Decision CRTC 2001-217, Telecom Decision CRTC 2001-
366, Telecom Decision CRTC 2001-636, Telecom Decision CRTC 2002-34, Telecom Decision CRTC 
2003-72. 
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119. The expansion of competitor Q of S indicators and the decision to impose the RPP 
for the ILECs in TD 2005-20 was prompted by the Commission’s determination that 
the quality of service that ILECs provided to CLECs was substandard.  Telecom 
Decision CRTC 2002-34 (“TD 2002-34”) concluded that, “the ILECs' performance on 
quality of service indicators shows ongoing and, for the most part, uninterrupted 
substandard performance in the years 1998 to 2000.”63  In TD 2005-20, the 
Commission noted that certain ILECs had repeatedly missed competitor Q of S 
standards.64 

120. As noted previously, the allegations that TPIA services failed to meet service 
standards were based predominantly on statistics from select IISPs during the period 
June to September 2013.  Moreover, the Cable Carriers have shown these 
allegations to be unfounded and unsupportive of CNOC’s claim of undue 
discrimination.  The circumstances for TPIA services are not comparable to the 
Commission’s findings regarding the ILECs’ quality of service, as noted in TD 2002-
34 and TD 2005-20. 

121. During the course of the evolution of competitor Q of S for the ILECs, various 
indicators were proposed by competitors.  In deciding whether to include a broad 
range of indicators, the Commission took into consideration the fact that the provision 
of wholesale services to competitors was pursuant to terms and conditions in tariffs 
and agreements that were subject to Commission supervision, including a dispute 
resolution process.65 

122. The Commission rejected additional indicators in subsequent rulings where there was 
no evidence that the ILECs were providing inferior service to competitors relative to 
their own retail customers. 

“[t]he Commission notes that no evidence was provided to indicate whether 
facilities provided by the ILECs to competitors were failing at a rate that 
exceeded the rate experienced by the ILECs for their own customers. Neither 
was there any evidence as to why these facilities might be failing. In the 
Commission's view, a facility that is delivered to a competitor might stop working 
for a number of reasons that would not be the result of activity by the ILECs.”66 

123. The Cable Carriers submit that none of the proposed competitor Q of S indicators for 
TPIA services can be justified using this same threshold test.  Moreover, internet 
services are provided on a “best efforts” basis to all retail and wholesale customers.  

                                                           
63 TD 2002-34, paragraph 706. 
64 TD 2005-20, paragraph 98. 
65 TD 97-16, Section IV.B.7. 
66 TD 2005-20, paragraph 187. 
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124. The Commission also rejected adding competitor Q of S indicators for the ILECs 
where the administrative burden associated with their implementation would outweigh 
the benefit of doing so.67  The Cable Carriers submit that imposing these regimes on 
TPIA services would be extremely administratively burdensome, not the least of 
which would be an unwarranted intervention in the forborne retail high-speed internet 
services market.  No such burden can be justified in the circumstances of the TPIA 
services, given the lack of evidence that such regulatory measures are even 
necessary. 

125. The Commission has also considered, and rejected, a previous request to implement 
Q of S and rebates for TPIA services.68  The Commission’s rationale for reaching this 
determination applies equally to the provision of TPIA services today. 

(iii) No evidence that Cable Carriers have unduly discriminated against 
TPIA customers 

126. Section II of the Cable Carriers’ joint response, and their individual responses, 
demonstrate that the allegations of TPIA customers’ problems with TPIA services 
raised in the Application are unsubstantiated and misrepresent the facts, or were 
caused by factors that could not reasonably have been foreseen or controlled by the 
Cable Carriers.  This captures virtually all of the instances enumerated in the 
Application. 

127. In addition, the Cable Carriers are prepared to work with TPIA customers on a 
number of aspects of TPIA services to facilitate provisioning, as discussed in Section 
III.  The resulting industry-based initiatives and clarifications in procedures, along with 
bilateral discussions to resolve other issues, provide the most appropriate and 
efficient means to remedy concerns raised in the Application.   

128. The Commission should encourage the parties to direct their resources to these 
avenues, rather than the complex and resource-intensive task of developing and 
implementing Q of S and RRP regimes.  As the Application noted, the 
implementation of the regimes would require several procedural steps not only to 
determine the service intervals and standards applicable to TPIA services but also 
the associated intervals and standards of the Cable Carriers’ retail high-speed 
internet access services.69 

                                                           
67 TD 2005-20, paragraph 191. 
68 Telecom Decision CRTC 2006-77, paragraphs 217 to 218.  A request for quality of service indicators 
for TPIA services was also raised by Cybersurf again in its submissions in the proceeding initiated by 
Telecom Public Notice CRTC 2006-14 but the Commission took no further action in Telecom Decision 
CRTC 2008-17.  
69 CNOC Application, paragraphs 155, 160, 164, and 168. 
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129. In summary, the Cable Carriers submit that imposing Q of S and RPP regimes on 
TPIA services is unwarranted.  It would be completely at odds with the Policy 
Direction to engage in these highly interventionist regulatory measures, in the 
absence of any evidence that a persistent problem exists.  

V. Conclusion 

130. The relief sought in CNOC’s Application is not justified by the allegations of 
discriminatory treatment.  The allegations have been shown to be unsubstantiated 
and misrepresentative of the facts, as described in this joint response and the 
individual responses of the Cable Carriers to the Application.  The Application fails to 
demonstrate a breach of section 27(2) of the Act, which forms the foundation of the 
numerous requests for changes to TPIA services.  Accordingly, the requests in the 
Application should be dismissed. 

 

***END OF DOCUMENT*** 
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